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3 of 3 review helpful Absolutely great book to read By greg pierce Absolutely great book to read I suggest it to 
everyone and anyone who enjoys reading a good book that will make you think not only about your life and the 
relationships we make throughout the journey but also how you react and cope with those relationships even when 
they are lost First of many great books from this great young author I hope 2 of 2 revi The Candle Maker offers a 
refreshing glimpse into the journey of faith throughout the entirety of a lifetime The story of Phillip and his quest to 
understand how and why there is a candle within his chest is compelling and reads like a parable guiding toward a 
profound truth Phillip rsquo s remarkable experience the wide swing of all human emotion travels the high joyous 
peaks as well as the low desolate valleys of life The Candle About the Author James Ryan Orr a Husband father 
teacher songwriter and author had his spark for writing ignited in a creative writing class in college He has traveled 
across the state of North Carolina sharing his testimony insight and music with other 
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